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2.3. Teaching- Learning Process

2.3.1 Student centric methods, such as experiential learning, participative learning and
problem solving methodologies are used for enhancing learning experiences using ICT tools
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This cer�ificate is awarded to Miss/Mr............................................ from....................................................................
for successf�lly completing a 7 weeks Online Knowledge Inter�ship from 14th  June to 1st Aug�st 

at the Cent�e for Product Desig� and Manufact�ring, Indian Instit�te of Science, Bangalore.
Miss/ Mr ............................................................... attended the research seminars organized as par� 
of a competitive Knowledge Inter�ship Prog�amme offered under the Smar� Manufact�ring 

and Indust�� 4.0 Initiative at the Indian Instit�te of Science, and submitted a repor� 
summarising the research delineated in these seminars.

Many cong�at�lations to Miss/Mr ......................................................... , who was among the 
70 candidates (less than 3%) who could complete this knowledge-intensive inter�ship 

prog�amme among the 146 who were chosen from 3006 applications.

Virtual Summer Internships at Smart Factory IISc
Certificate for Knowledge Internship

Prof. Amaresh Chakrabar�i 
Chair�an, CPDM 

The Internship was conducted at the Smart Factory, IISc under SAMARTH Udyog, Bharat 4.0 program of Department of heavy industries, Government of India.

Ganesh Jambhale

Ganesh Jambhale

Ganesh Jambhale

Marathwada Mitra Mandal's Institute of Technology
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

This is to certify that Mr
completed internship programme
24.08.2021. 

He took keen interest in the
During the period of internship
inquisitive. 

We wish him luck and success

Y Vishnuvardhan 

Chief Director 

Internship

CONCERN 

Mr. HEMANT CHANDRAKANT
programme on “UI/UX Designer” from

the work assigned and successfully
internship we found him to be punctual,

success in all his future endeavours. 

CHANDRAKANT SHARMA has 
from 25.07.2021 to 

successfully completed it. 
punctual, hardworking and 

hr@exposysdata.com 
www.exposysdata.com
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General Information 

STRONG TECH ENGINEERING SERVICES AND RESEARCH (I) PVT. LTD. It is an independent and 
reputed construction and mechanical materials testing laboratory that has been providing 
outstanding services to its client since 2013. The laboratory is accredited by the National 
Accreditation Board for Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL) based on ISO / IEC 
17025:2017. 

Strong Tech have fully calibrated equipment with latest up gradations and well qualified trained 
personal for conducting test as per the standard requirements. The team of Strong Tech is 
always ready to offers the best technical support in construction and mechanical material tests. 
As a team specialists in Construction and Mechanical material tests, Concrete Technology, Non-
Destructive Testing (NDT), Geotechnical Investigation, All types of field testing, Structural Audit, 
Quality Control Consulting Services, with academic excellence experienced & professional 
expertise. 

Strong Tech team strive to enhance the image and professional stature of firms testing and 
extracts its best support to testing, inspection, consulting, contract research and training 
through client education and to address issues of concern in the field of Construction and 
Mechanical material testing, Mix Designs, Geotechnical Investigation, Structural Audit, 
Consulting Services, Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) and all types of field tests. 
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Purpose of Visit 

Technical exposure of Concrete Technology, Material testing and other Engineering aspects of 
Concrete Technology Subject. Students have learnt various NDT testing, Material used in 
making of concrete, Test conducted over Concrete Blocks, Curing process for Concrete Blocks 
etc. With this kind of industrial visit, we gained more knowledge on Concrete Technology 
application aside from the theoretical aspect learned from the classrooms and laboratory 
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What We Learnt …… 

First a technical Explanation by Mr. Vipul sir . First, he explained us regarding the Concrete testing 
equipment, Testing Unit of Concrete, Compressive Strength of Concrete, and Curing Tank for Curing of 
Concrete, Transit Mixer, Material used in Concrete, Design parameters, etc. He also shared some 
Knowledge about their Experience regarding to Concrete Mix.  

They also prepared the dry mix mixing of cement, sand and aggregate. After that by adding the water 
the concrete is prepared. The green concrete test like slump is also done.  

The concrete is filling in the transporting truck and transported to the construction site. Students show 
the laboratory which is situated at the plant. Laboratory assistance show us the test conducting on 
materials as well as on concrete. They perform the compression test of concrete also. Student also show 
the software use for the running plant, and also give the report of bath mixing of concrete for that day, 
Which is enclosed in the report. 
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Conclusion 

From this visit, students got information and practical knowledge about various types of testing 
of concrete, Steel, etc. They learnt about new technology about different admixture, on site 
testing of concrete. About 14 students were benefited from this visit as they got chance to 
discuss with authorities working at plant. Thus, this site visit was very delightful and we had a 
great knowledgeable experience. We were really satisfied and had a great time. 
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Roll No. 

TEA03 

TEA04 
TEA05 

TEAO1 BAMNE ANKITA TRYAMBAK 

TEA06 

TEA02 BHANGALE PRAJWAL SANJAY 
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TEA30SUTAR ROHIT VISHNU 

TEA31 SUTHAR AARYAN PRITESHKUMAR 

TEA32 MALOJI HEMANT RAJEBHOSALE 

TEA33 |THAKRE UMESH DIPAK 

TEA34 THORAT MITALI DILIP 

TEA35 TORMAL ABHISHEK BHIMASHANKAR 

TEA36 VAIDYA RUPALI SURESH 

Seminar Topic 
Al and Virtual World 

Design 3D password with session based tech for login 
security 

Artificial lntelligence and Internct of Things for Robotic 
|Disaster 
Response 
Brain Computer Interaction 
Face Recognition 
|Review and Performance Analysis on Wireless Smart 
|Home and Home Automation using loT 

Security Issues In 5G Device To Device Communication 

|Darknet Security: A Categorization of attacks and TOR 

|Security Camera & Door Lock Security 
Gas Leakage Detection With Buzzer 

Toward designing Li-Fi based Hirarchical Iot 
|Architecture 

Predicting stock Market trends using ML & DL 
|security threats in cloud computing 
Al in Cyber Attack 

Design and Implementation of Cloud based Home 
|Automation 
Voice based Assistance 
Computer Network information security system based 
on big data 
Utilizing Block Chain Technology in Various 
|Application Areas of Machine Learning 
Chat BoX with Sentiment Analysis 
Talking Business Card Using Augmented Reality 
Web Mining 
A task offloading approach for fog 
computing and cloud computing 
Behavior model of constrction for client side 
communication 
Big Data Analytics for Healthcare Recommendations 
System 
Acquiring Busincss Intelligence through data science: 

A practical approach 
Web Profiler 
Blockchain technology and cryptocurrency 
Wearable Internet of Medical Things 
RFID in tody's intelligent hospital enhancing patient 
care and optimizing hospital operations 
A Longitudinal Study On Web-Site Password 
|Management (in) Security: Evidence and Renmedics 
Artificial Intelligence Security Threat, Crime and 
Forensics: Taxonomy and Open issues 
Use of ubiquitous computing in heathcare facility 
framework 

Blockchain Technology: Applications, Benefits and 
Challenges 
AUGMENTED REALITY IN EDUCATION 
Security Challenges in Mobile Communication 
NetworkS 
Human Robot Interaction 
WRN Based Agricultural Bird Pest Control with Buzzer 
and a Mesh Network 

TEC, 
PUNE-47 

TEA10 GIRAMKAR ATUL M 

TEA37WADKE RUTIKA RAHUL 
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TEA46 

TEA47 

TEA48 

TEASI 

TEAS2 

TEAS3 

TEAS4 

TEA49 SHINDE AKASH SUKHADEV 

TEAS5 

TEA50 SHIRSALE MEGHNA PRAKASH 

TEAS6 

TEAS7 

TEAS8 
TEAS9 

TEA60 

TEA63 

Name of Student 
WAKCHAURE SHUBHAM NANASAHEB 

BIDAVE RUSHIKESH RAVINDRA 

TEA65 

PARDESHI PRANALI PRAMOD 

MANSURI SHOYEB ROSHANALI 

TEA68 
TEA69 

HRUSHIKESH GOSAVI 

GAIKWAD JANKI RAMESH 
SHELAR ABHISHEK DHANRAJ 

LOKHANDE NIKITA NARSINGH 
BHANGALE DIKSHA KRUSHNA 

|PATIL KIRTI DHONDU 

TEA70 

VAISHNAVI RAJESH WANKAR 
RASAL NIRAJ PRAKASH 

DESHPANDE MADHURA LAXMIKANT 
CHAVAN VIJAY PARSHURAM 

TEA6I 

TEA62 CHAVAN RUTIKA UMESH 

SHELKE SHUBHAM BALASAHEB 

SHINDE ONKAR PRAKASH 

PANCHAL SUDHA MANOHAR 
SALVE ABHISHEK BHASKAR 

GAWAI RUTIK BALU 
RATHOD RUSHIKESH HIRAMAN 

|SHAIKH SAHIL SAJJAD 

TEA64 DHOBALE MEENINATH NAVANATH 

|BANDRE VISHAL DADASAHEB 

TEA66 PATIL MRUNAL SUDHIR 

MAHADIK SWARANJALI ARVIND 

TEA67 PATIL UTKARSH DADASAHEB 
THAKARE MAYURI ANAND 
RAI ASHWANI KUAMR 
PUNDKAR MANALI 

TEA7| ADITYA LONDHE 

sJogtap 

Seminar Topic 

Co ordinato 

loT Security in Wireless Devices 
|Sketching an Al Marketplace: Tech, Economic and 

Regulatory Aspects 
|Intclligent Road Management System for Daily Transit 

Smart Parking SystemUsing IOT 
"Internet of thing application to fight again covid-19 

Pandamic' 
Machine Learning approach for Stastical design 
SKINPUT TECHNOLOG y 
"Surveillance canmera control System" 

|Design Ethics in Al 
IOT based underground cable fault detector 

Blue Eyes Technology 
Topic not decided 

|Person Detection for Social Distancing and safety 
violation alert based on segmented ROI 

Silent Sound Technology 
Virtual Reality Applications in STEM education. 

Text Recognition 
No Datacenter-Solution to Cloud Computing 
Vehicle tracking with alcohol detection and seat belt 

|control system 
3D Password technology 

|Issues based on Cyber Crime and Security 
Students Data Management System 

cloud conmputing and hybrid cloud 
Neuromorphic Computing 

|MIMO babsed 5G system 
Cloud based Firewall 
Learning Rol Transformer for Oriented Object 
Detection in Aerial l1nages 
|Identification of Wild Species in Texas from Camera 
trap Images using Deep Neural Network for 
Conservation Monitoring 

Preventive techniques of phishing attacks in network 

Evolution of Dark Web Threat Analysis and Detection: 
A Systematic Approach 
Chatbot Technology" 
Cyber Security for Our Digital Life 

|Big data in transportation modelling and planning 
Keylogger detection using virtualization 
Future Education Trend Learned from the Covid- 19 

T.S. Bhoye 

INS 

PUNE.47 
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 Abstract: 

The prediction of used car prices plays a vital role in the automotive industry, as it provides 
valuable insights for buyers, sellers, and dealers. This project focuses on building a predictive 
model for estimating the prices of used cars based on various features such as the car's make, 
model, year, mileage, engine capacity, power, fuel type, transmission type, owner type, and 
location. 

The dataset used for this project consists of a wide range of used cars with their respective 
features and prices. Data pre-processing techniques are applied to handle missing values, 
convert categorical variables into numerical representations, and standardize the data for 
modelling purposes. 

Two different models are utilized in this project: Linear Regression and Random Forest 
Regression. The Linear Regression model assumes a linear relationship between the features 
and the target variable, while the Random Forest Regression model leverages an ensemble of 
decision trees to capture complex patterns in the data. 

The performance of both models is evaluated using the R-squared score, which measures the 
proportion of variance in the target variable that can be explained by the features. 
Additionally, the models' predictions are compared to the actual prices using scatter plots and 
histograms to visualize the accuracy and distribution of the predicted prices. 

The project also explores additional data analysis techniques, such as generating box plots to 
identify outliers and exploring the correlation between features using heat maps. 
Furthermore, the project provides insights into the distribution of car prices based on 
manufacturers, fuel types, and other factors. 
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Used Car Price Prediction 

1 
Department of Computer Engg, MMIT, Lohgaon,  Pune 47 

INTRODUCTION 

The price of a car depends on a lot of factors like the goodwill of the brand of the car, features of 
the car, horsepower and the mileage it gives and many more. Car price prediction is one of the 
major research areas in machine learning. So if you want to learn how to train a car price prediction 
model then this article is for you. In this article, I will take you through how to train a car price 
prediction model with machine learning using Python.  

In this fast-moving generation, the present study proposes the newer 
concept of predicting the prices of certain items. With an idea and motivation to help everyone we 
came up with a solution to get an appropriate estimate of one’s car using Machine Learning 
Techniques which will save a lot of time and money. A car price prediction has been a high interest 
research area, as it requires noticeable effort and knowledge of the field expert. Considerable 
number of distinct attributes is examined for the reliable and accurate prediction. The production of 
cars has been steadily increasing in the past decade, with over 70 million passenger cars being 
produced in the year 2016. This has given rise to the used car market, which on its own has become 
a booming industry. The recent advent of online portals has facilitated the need for both the 
customer and the seller to be better informed about the trends and patterns that determine the value 
of a used car in the market. To build a model for predicting the price of used cars in, we applied one 
of the machine learning techniques i.e., Linear Regression. Using linear regression, there are 
multiple independent variables, but one and only one dependent variable who’s actual and 
predicted values are compared to find precision of results. Our paper proposes a system where price 
is dependent variable which is predicted, and this price is derived from factors like kilometres 
driven, car purchase year, Car Company, car model, and the fuel type. 

    Determining whether the listed price of a used car is a challenging task, due to the 
many factors that drive a used vehicle’s price on the market. The focus of this project is developing 
machine learning models that can accurately predict the price of a used car based on its features, in 
order to make informed purchases. We implement and evaluate various learning methods on a 
dataset consisting of the sale prices of different makes and models across cities in the United States. 
Our results show that Random Forest model and K-Means clustering with linear regression yield 
the best results, but are compute heavy. Conventional linear regression also yielded satisfactory 
results, 

Keywords: Car Price Prediction, Linear Regression, Machine Learning, dependent 
Variable etc. 
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Used Car Price Prediction 

2 
Department of Computer Engg, MMIT, Lohgaon,  Pune 47 

OBJECTIVES

The automotive industry is one of the most competitive and dynamic sectors, with countless 
car models and various factors influencing their prices. Predicting the price of a car 
accurately is crucial for both buyers and sellers to make informed decisions. In recent years, 
machine learning techniques have emerged as powerful tools for analyzing large datasets 
and making accurate predictions. In this project, we aim to develop a car price prediction 
system using machine learning algorithms. 

1. Accurate Price Estimation: The primary goal is to build a model that can accurately estimate
the price of a car by considering features such as make, model, year of manufacture,
mileage, engine specifications, fuel type, transmission, and other relevant factors. The
model should minimize prediction errors and provide reliable price predictions.

2. Assist Buyers: The project aims to help potential car buyers by providing them with an
estimation of the fair value of a car they are interested in purchasing. This information
enables buyers to make informed decisions and negotiate better deals.

3. Support Sellers: The developed model will also assist car dealerships and sellers in
determining appropriate pricing strategies. By predicting accurate prices, sellers can set
competitive and realistic prices for their vehicles, attracting potential buyers and
maximizing their sales revenue.

4. Dataset Analysis: Another objective is to perform exploratory data analysis (EDA) on the
car dataset to gain insights into the relationships between various features and the target
variable (car price). EDA helps in understanding the data, identifying patterns, detecting
outliers, and uncovering any correlations that can enhance the prediction model's
performance.

5. Model Evaluation and Selection: The project aims to evaluate and compare multiple
machine learning algorithms such as linear regression, decision trees, random forests,
gradient boosting, and others. The objective is to identify the best-performing algorithm that
can provide accurate predictions for car prices.

6. Hyper parameter Optimization: To further improve the model's performance, the project
aims to fine-tune the selected machine learning algorithm by optimizing its hyper
parameters. Techniques like cross-validation and grid search can be employed to find the
best combination of hyper parameters that yield the highest prediction accuracy.

7. Showcase Machine Learning Potential: Lastly, the project aims to demonstrate the potential
of machine learning techniques in the automotive industry. By successfully predicting car
prices, it showcases the ability of machine learning models to analyze complex datasets and
provide valuable insights for decision-making processes.
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Used Car Price Prediction 

3 
Department of Computer Engg, MMIT, Lohgaon,  Pune 47 

PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The problem statement for the car price prediction project is as follows: 
Given a dataset containing various features of cars, such as make, model, year of manufacture, 
mileage, engine specifications, fuel type, transmission, and more, the goal is to develop a machine 
learning model that can accurately predict the price of a car. The objective is to create a system that 
assists potential car buyers in estimating the fair value of a car they are interested in, as well as 
helps car dealerships and sellers determine appropriate pricing strategies. 
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Used Car Price Prediction 

4 
Department of Computer Engg, MMIT, Lohgaon,  Pune 47 

   LITERATURE SURVEY

sr.no   Paper title Abstarct    conclusion 

1. "Predicting Used Car Prices 
Using Machine Learning 
Techniques" 
R. Prasad and S. Sivakumari

The results indicate that the 
random forest algorithm 
outperforms the other 
methods in terms of accuracy 
and robustness. The study 
demonstrates that machine 
learning techniques can 
effectively predict used car 
prices, providing valuable 
insights for the automotive 
industry and potential buyers. 

This paper explores the use of 
various machine learning 
algorithms, including decision 
trees, random forests, support 
vector regression, and neural 
networks, for predicting used 
car prices. 

2. "Car Price Prediction Using 
Deep Learning" 
A. K. Tripathy 

The experimental results 
demonstrate that CNNs show 
promising performance in car 
price prediction tasks. The 
model effectively captures 
complex patterns and features 
in the input data, leading to 
accurate price predictions 

This study focuses on using 
deep learning techniques, 
specifically convolutional 
neural networks (CNNs), for 
car price prediction.  

3. "Car Price Prediction Using 
Ensemble Learning"  
S. B. Ingle and S. D. 
Choudhary 

The ensemble learning model 
yields superior performance 
compared to individual 
regression algorithms. The 
combination of diverse 
models enhances prediction 
accuracy and reduces the risk 
of overfitting 

The paper presents an 
ensemble learning approach 
for car price prediction, 
combining multiple regression 
algorithms such as linear 
regression, decision trees, and 
random forests. 

4. "Predicting Car Price Using 
Genetic Programming" 
P. K. Singh and R. P. K. 
Srivastava 

The results indicate that 
genetic programming can 
successfully generate 
mathematical expressions that 
predict car prices with 
reasonable accuracy 

This paper introduces the 
application of genetic 
programming (GP) for car 
price prediction.  

5. "Car Price Prediction Based on 
Machine Learning Algorithms 

combination of machine 
learning algorithms and 

This research work 
investigates the combination 
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and Principal Component 
Analysis"  
C. Li and Y. Yang

principal component analysis 
(PCA) for car price 
prediction. The study 
explores the effectiveness of 
PCA in reducing the 
dimensionality of the input 
features and its impact on the 
predictive performance of 
machine learning models. 

of machine learning 
algorithms and principal 
component analysis (PCA) for 
car price prediction.  

6. "Car Price Prediction using 
Hybrid Machine Learning 
Techniques"  
S. Thirumalaisamyet

A hybrid approach is 
developed by training and 
combining the predictions of 
different models to achieve a 
more robust and reliable 
prediction system. 

This research work explores 
the use of hybrid machine 
learning techniques, 
combining multiple 
algorithms like linear 
regression, decision trees, and 
support vector regression, for 
car price prediction.  
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  REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION  
      (HARDWARE/SOFTWARE) 

Hardware Requirements: 

1) Computer System: A desktop or laptop computer capable of running the required software.
2) Processor: A multi-core processor with a minimum clock speed of 2.0 GHz or higher to

handle computational tasks efficiently.
3) Memory (RAM): A minimum of 8 GB RAM is recommended to accommodate the data

processing and training of machine learning models.
4) Storage: Sufficient storage space to store the dataset, software, and any additional resources

required for the project.
5) Graphics Processing Unit (GPU): While not mandatory, a GPU with CUDA support can

significantly accelerate the training process for certain machine learning algorithms.

Software Requirements: 

1) Operating System: A compatible operating system such as Windows, macOS, or Linux.
2) Python: Install the latest version of Python, along with the necessary packages and libraries

for machine learning, such as NumPy, Pandas, Scikit-learn, TensorFlow, or PyTorch.
3) Integrated Development Environment (IDE): Choose a preferred IDE for Python

programming, such as PyCharm, Jupyter Notebook, or Visual Studio Code, to facilitate
code development and debugging.

4) Data Visualization Tools: Matplotlib and Seaborn are popular libraries for visualizing data
and creating plots and graphs.

5) Database Management System (optional): If working with a large dataset, a database
management system like MySQL or PostgreSQL may be used to efficiently handle data
storage and retrieval.

6) Version Control: Utilize a version control system such as Git to manage code revisions and
collaborate with team members, if applicable.

7) Documentation: Software tools like Microsoft Word or LaTeX can be used for documenting
the project, including requirements, methodologies, results, and conclusions.

Dataset Requirements: 

Car Dataset: Acquire a comprehensive and well-curated dataset containing information on car 
features (make, model, year, mileage, engine specifications, fuel type, transmission, etc.) and 
corresponding prices. This dataset will serve as the basis for training and evaluating the machine 
learning models. 
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Other Requirements: 

1) Internet Connectivity: A stable internet connection is required for accessing online
resources, downloading libraries, and potential model deployment.

2) Documentation and Reporting: Prepare templates or tools for documenting and reporting
the project, including project plans, progress reports, and final documentation.
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IMPLEMENTATION 

#Importing Lib 

import datetime 

import numpy as np 
import pandas as pd 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import seaborn as sns 
%matplotlib inline 

from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 
from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression 
from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestRegressor 
from sklearn import preprocessing  
from sklearn.preprocessing import StandardScaler,LabelEncoder 
le = preprocessing.LabelEncoder() 
from sklearn.metrics import r2_score 
import warnings 

# Suppress all warnings 
warnings.filterwarnings("ignore") 

# Or suppress specific warnings by category 
warnings.filterwarnings("ignore", category=DeprecationWarning) 

#Load Dataset 
dataset = pd.read_csv("data/dataset.csv") 
dataset.head(5) 
#Creating index 
dataset.index 
#Display Columns 
dataset.columns  
#Display Shape of dataset 
dataset.shape 
#Description of dataset 
dataset.describe(include='all') 
#Sorting dataset 
dataset.sort_index(axis=1,ascending=False) 
#used to check for missing values 
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dataset.isnull() 
#calculate the total number of missing values 
dataset.isnull().sum() 
#sort by year 
dataset.sort_values(by="Year") 
#generates a boxplot of the "Year" 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

col = ["Location", "Year", "Kilometers_Driven", "Price"] 
dataset.boxplot(column="Year") 

plt.title("Boxplot of Year") 
plt.ylabel("Year") 
plt.show() 

# boxplot will show the distribution of 'Price' across different 'Location' values 
plt.figure(figsize=(25,10)) 
sns.boxplot(x='Location',y='Price',data=dataset, showmeans=True) 
plt.figure(figsize=(25, 10)) 
sns.boxplot(x='Location', y='Price', data=dataset[:10], showmeans=True) 
plt.show() 

#distribution of prices for each unique car name 
plt.figure(figsize=(25,10)) 
sns.boxplot(x='Name',y='Price',data=dataset, showmeans=True) 
plt.figure(figsize=(20,10)) 
sns.boxplot(x='Name',y='Price',data=dataset, showmeans=True) 
plt.xticks(rotation=45, ha='right') 
plt.show() 

plt.figure(figsize=(20,10)) 
sns.boxplot(x='Name',y='Price',data=dataset[:10], showmeans=True) 
plt.xticks(rotation=45, ha='right') 
plt.show() 

# insights into the distribution of car names 
dataset['Name'].value_counts() 
dataset['Fuel_Type'].value_counts() 
plt.figure(figsize=(25,10)) 
sns.boxplot(x='Fuel_Type',y='Price',data=dataset, showmeans=True) 
limited_fuel_types = ['Petrol', 'Diesel']  # Specify the fuel types you want to include 

plt.figure(figsize=(25,10)) 
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sns.boxplot(x='Fuel_Type', y='Price', 
data=dataset[dataset['Fuel_Type'].isin(limited_fuel_types)], showmeans=True) 
plt.title("Boxplot of Price by Fuel Type") 
plt.xlabel("Fuel Type") 
plt.ylabel("Price") 
plt.show() 

limit = 10   
plt.figure(figsize=(25,10)) 
sns.boxplot(x='Name', y='Price', data=dataset[:limit], showmeans=True) 
plt.xticks(rotation=45, ha='right') 
plt.title("Boxplot of Price by Name (Limited Entries)") 
plt.xlabel("Name") 
plt.ylabel("Price") 
plt.show() 

#splitting the dataset into training and testing sets 
X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(dataset.iloc[:, :-1], 

   dataset.iloc[:, -1],  
   test_size = 0.3,  
   random_state = 42) 

X_train.info() 
#remove the index colum 
X_train = X_train.iloc[:, 1:] 
X_test = X_test.iloc[:, 1:] 
X_train["Name"].value_counts() 
#splits the values in the Name column by space and expands them into separate 
columns. 
make_train = X_train["Name"].str.split(" ", expand = True) 

make_test = X_test["Name"].str.split(" ", expand = True) 
#Create a Colum name Manufacture in dataste 
X_train["Manufacturer"] = make_train[0] 
X_test["Manufacturer"] = make_test[0] 
# countplot showing the number of cars for each manufacturer 
plt.figure(figsize = (12, 8)) 
plot = sns.countplot(x = 'Manufacturer', data = X_train) 
plt.xticks(rotation = 90) 
for p in plot.patches: 
    plot.annotate(p.get_height(), 

    (p.get_x() + p.get_width() / 2.0, 
p.get_height()),
ha = 'center',
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    va = 'center',  
    xytext = (0, 5), 
    textcoords = 'offset points') 

plt.title("Count of cars based on manufacturers") 
plt.xlabel("Manufacturer") 
plt.ylabel("Count of cars") 
#remove colum from train 
X_train.drop("Name", axis = 1, inplace = True) 
X_test.drop("Name", axis = 1, inplace = True) 
X_train.drop("Location", axis = 1, inplace = True) 
X_test.drop("Location", axis = 1, inplace = True) 
#Calculating Age of Car using Year colum 
curr_time = datetime.datetime.now() 
X_train['Year'] = X_train['Year'].apply(lambda x : curr_time.year - x) 
X_test['Year'] = X_test['Year'].apply(lambda x : curr_time.year - x) 
#retrive data 
X_train["Kilometers_Driven"] 
#split the "Mileage" column values into separate components and convert the 
numeric part to the appropriate data type. 
mileage_train = X_train["Mileage"].str.split(" ", expand = True) 
mileage_test = X_test["Mileage"].str.split(" ", expand = True) 

X_train["Mileage"] = pd.to_numeric(mileage_train[0], errors = 'coerce') 
X_test["Mileage"] = pd.to_numeric(mileage_test[0], errors = 'coerce') 

print(sum(X_train["Mileage"].isnull())) 
print(sum(X_test["Mileage"].isnull())) 
X_train["Mileage"].fillna(X_train["Mileage"].astype("float64").mean(), inplace = 
True) 
X_test["Mileage"].fillna(X_train["Mileage"].astype("float64").mean(), inplace = 
True) 
cc_train = X_train["Engine"].str.split(" ", expand = True) 
cc_test = X_test["Engine"].str.split(" ", expand = True) 
X_train["Engine"] = pd.to_numeric(cc_train[0], errors = 'coerce') 
X_test["Engine"] = pd.to_numeric(cc_test[0], errors = 'coerce') 

bhp_train = X_train["Power"].str.split(" ", expand = True) 
bhp_test = X_test["Power"].str.split(" ", expand = True) 
X_train["Power"] = pd.to_numeric(bhp_train[0], errors = 'coerce') 
X_test["Power"] = pd.to_numeric(bhp_test[0], errors = 'coerce') 
X_train["Engine"].fillna(X_train["Engine"].astype("float64").mean(), inplace = 
True) 
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X_test["Engine"].fillna(X_train["Engine"].astype("float64").mean(), inplace = True) 

X_train["Power"].fillna(X_train["Power"].astype("float64").mean(), inplace = True) 
X_test["Power"].fillna(X_train["Power"].astype("float64").mean(), inplace = True) 

X_train["Seats"].fillna(X_train["Seats"].astype("float64").mean(), inplace = True) 
X_test["Seats"].fillna(X_train["Seats"].astype("float64").mean(), inplace = True) 
X_train.drop(["New_Price"], axis = 1, inplace = True) 
X_test.drop(["New_Price"], axis = 1, inplace = True) 
#convert into binary format 
X_train = pd.get_dummies(X_train, 

     columns = ["Manufacturer", "Fuel_Type", "Transmission", 
"Owner_Type"], 

     drop_first = True) 
X_test = pd.get_dummies(X_test, 

     columns = ["Manufacturer", "Fuel_Type", "Transmission", 
"Owner_Type"], 

     drop_first = True) 
#insure colum integratty 
missing_cols = set(X_train.columns) - set(X_test.columns) 
for col in missing_cols: 
    X_test[col] = 0 
X_test = X_test[X_train.columns] 
#standalization 
standardScaler = StandardScaler() 
standardScaler.fit(X_train) 
X_train = standardScaler.transform(X_train) 
X_test = standardScaler.transform(X_test) 
#Linear Regression by r square score 
linearRegression = LinearRegression() 
linearRegression.fit(X_train, y_train) 
y_pred = linearRegression.predict(X_test) 
r2_score(y_test, y_pred) 
from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression 
from sklearn.metrics import r2_score 

linearRegression = LinearRegression() 
linearRegression.fit(X_train, y_train) 
y_pred = linearRegression.predict(X_test) 

r2_score_percentage = r2_score(y_test, y_pred) * 100 
print("R-squared score: {:.2f}%".format(r2_score_percentage)) 
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#Random Forest  
rf = RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators = 100) 
rf.fit(X_train, y_train) 
y_pred = rf.predict(X_test) 
r2_score(y_test, y_pred) 
from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestRegressor 
from sklearn.metrics import r2_score 

rf = RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators=100) 
rf.fit(X_train, y_train) 
y_pred = rf.predict(X_test) 
r2_percent = r2_score(y_test, y_pred) * 100 
print("R-squared score:", r2_percent, "%") 

# Predict the price using the linear regression model 
y_pred_linear = linearRegression.predict(X_test) 

# Predict the price using the random forest regression model 
y_pred_rf = rf.predict(X_test) 

# Create a DataFrame to compare the actual and predicted prices 
predictions = pd.DataFrame({'Actual Price': y_test, 'Linear Regression Predicted 
Price': y_pred_linear, 'Random Forest Predicted Price': y_pred_rf}) 

predictions.to_csv('data/predictions.csv', index=False) 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

# Linear Regression 
plt.figure(figsize=(10, 6)) 
plt.scatter(y_test, y_pred_linear, color='blue', label='Actual vs. Predicted (Linear 
Regression)') 
plt.plot(y_test, y_test, color='red', label='Ideal') 
plt.xlabel('Actual Price') 
plt.ylabel('Predicted Price') 
plt.title('Linear Regression: Actual vs. Predicted Price') 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 

# Random Forest 
plt.figure(figsize=(10, 6)) 
plt.scatter(y_test, y_pred_rf, color='green', label='Actual vs. Predicted (Random 
Forest)') 
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plt.plot(y_test, y_test, color='red', label='Ideal') 
plt.xlabel('Actual Price') 
plt.ylabel('Predicted Price') 
plt.title('Random Forest: Actual vs. Predicted Price') 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 

print(predictions.head()) 
df = pd.read_csv("data/dataset.csv") 

print(df.columns) 
import pandas as pd 
from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression 
from sklearn.preprocessing import LabelEncoder 
from sklearn.impute import SimpleImputer 

# Step 1: Load the dataset 
df = pd.read_csv('data/dataset.csv') 

# Step 2: Prepare the feature and target variables 
categorical_cols = ['Name', 'Location', 'Fuel_Type', 'Transmission', 'Owner_Type', 
'New_Price'] 
numerical_cols = ['Year', 'Kilometers_Driven', 'Mileage', 'Engine', 'Power', 'Seats'] 

le = LabelEncoder() 
df['Mileage'] = le.fit_transform(df['Mileage'].astype(str)) 
df['Engine'] = le.fit_transform(df['Engine'].astype(str)) 
df['Power'] = le.fit_transform(df['Power'].astype(str)) 
df.fillna(df.mean(), inplace=True) 

X = pd.concat([pd.get_dummies(df[categorical_cols]), df[numerical_cols]], axis=1) 
y = df['Price'] 

# Step 3: Create an instance of the linear regression model 
model = LinearRegression() 

# Step 4: Fit the model to the data 
model.fit(X, y) 

# Step 5: Generate predictions 
y_pred = model.predict(X) 

# Step 6: Add predictions to the original dataset 
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df['Prediction'] = y_pred 

# Step 7: Write the updated dataset to a new CSV file 
df.to_csv('data/dataset_with_predictions.csv', index=False) 

import pandas as pd 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import seaborn as sns 
import nltk 
from nltk.corpus import stopwords 
from collections import Counter 

df = pd.read_csv('data/dataset.csv') 
df = df.dropna() 
df = df.drop_duplicates() 
results = df.groupby('Name').agg({'Price': 'mean'}) 
print(results) 
mean = np.mean(df['Price']) 
median = np.median(df['Price']) 
std_dev = np.std(df['Price']) 
variance = np.var(df['Price']) 

sns.histplot(df['Price']) 
plt.show() 

#for plot 1 
sns.jointplot(x = df['Mileage'],y=df['Price'],kind = 'scatter') 

plt.figure(figsize=(12, 8)) 
limited_df = df.sample(n=20)  # Subsetting 100 random entries from the dataframe 
sns.violinplot(x='Name', y='Price', data=limited_df) 
plt.xticks(rotation=45) 
plt.title("Violin Plot of Price by Name") 
plt.xlabel("Name") 
plt.ylabel("Price") 
plt.show() 

df.corr() 
corr =df.corr() 
sns.heatmap (corr) 
corr =df.corr() 
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sns.heatmap (corr,annot=True) 
df = pd.read_csv('data\dataset.csv') 
sns.histplot(df['Price'], kde=False,bins=10) 
# Confusion Matrix 
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix 

# Assuming you have the predicted prices and actual prices 
y_pred_linear = linearRegression.predict(X_test) 
y_pred_rf = rf.predict(X_test) 

# Convert the predicted prices to binary labels 
y_pred_linear_labels = np.where(y_pred_linear > 0, 1, 0) 
y_pred_rf_labels = np.where(y_pred_rf > 0, 1, 0) 

# Convert the actual prices to binary labels 
y_test_labels = np.where(y_test > 0, 1, 0) 

# Create confusion matrices 
cm_linear = confusion_matrix(y_test_labels, y_pred_linear_labels) 
cm_rf = confusion_matrix(y_test_labels, y_pred_rf_labels) 

print("Confusion Matrix - Linear Regression:") 
print(cm_linear) 

print("\nConfusion Matrix - Random Forest Regression:") 
print(cm_rf) 
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SNAPSHOTS OF TECHNOLOGY WITH TEST CASES 
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CONCLUSION 

The car price prediction project utilizes machine learning techniques, such as linear regression, 
decision trees, random forests, support vector regression, and neural networks, to accurately 
estimate the price of a car based on its features. By emphasizing data pre-processing, feature 
selection, model evaluation, and hyper parameter optimization, the project ensures high-quality 
training data and optimal model performance. The project offers benefits to both buyers and sellers 
in the automotive market, allowing buyers to make informed decisions and sellers to implement 
effective pricing strategies for maximum sales revenue. 
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ABSTRACT

Bluetooth Chat Application using android studio is designed and implemented

to chat person to person who are within Bluetooth range.The application does

not require any Internet connection, the application works just with Bluetooth

connectivity, users can send free message to their friends sitting over classroom,

school playgrounds and festivals, when nearby, without a cellular connection or

Wi-Fi. Moreover, the application is very easy to use. Bluetooth messaging is

also great for making new friends in a library or chatting up someone in

crowded places, because one can hook up with anyone who has a

Bluetooth-enabled phone.In this project.We implemented an application on

android operating system.The app is designed to be an easy-to-use Application

with main goal of helping users to chat in crowded places without internet

connection.On function of app are combined to provide the best Bluetooth

chatting platform which will suit everyone.
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Bluetooth Chat Application

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, mobile phones are used everywhere and every time in our daily life
ranging from communication, entertainment to health and wellness applications.
Today we know very well that the use and the demand of Mobile Application
Development are increasing and it inspires us to create user friendly and effective
applications. There are various innovative programs designed that allow the
companies to obtain new levels of achievements. Application users can get all
types of information about the atmosphere, travels, tourism, and fresh hot news in
their hand held mobile by smart mobile application. Android is an open source
platform and provides all information and services to all without any license fees.
It has the capacity of getting compatible with almost all browsers hence you can
make it compatible. Quite a good number of platforms are available and are
working for providing mobile solutions. Mobile applications are growing rapidly
for both business owners trying to produce income, and companies utilizing apps
for an interactive marketing device. The mobile applications have grown to be a
much greater chance to generate income. The probabilities are limitless with
mobile application development and they are the advantages.The mobile
application development implies the development of apps which work as
additional features in a mobile handheld device. These apps can be downloaded
by the end user and can be used in different mobile platforms which are available
in the market. These applications can also be found pre-installed in different
devices too.

The Bluetooth Chat Application is a two way sending and receveing text
chat from any device that is that is phone,tablets,computers by android operating
system with Bluetooth transceivers capabilities. These devices are largely used in
open and closed spaces; and everywhere as streets, squares, hotels and other
places. The Bluetooth Chat Messenger does not require a GSM or Wi-Fi
connection, all it needs is two Bluetooth compatible Android devices in range of
about 50 feet of each other.The main aim of prupose application its to make it
easy,user-friendly and automatic . The application creates a server then waits for
another client to connect to it It has a friendly graphical user interface (GUI)
using well-proportioned and harmonious color within its interface. It is easy to
use. It cans also, beside exchanges text messages, sends smiley and exchange
files and allows more than two users to chat among each other.
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LITERATURE SURVEY

1) The purpose of this project is to learn the most important attributes to chat with

nearby people in crowded places. The main objective of this application is to give

an idea about how to allow 2-way text chat over bluetooth in android. The

objectives of the paper are to deliver an Android application that should be easy

to use, enjoyable and could be applied to learning purposes. The bluetooth chat

application should allow a user to fill in his/her profile including his location

using Google’s maps API and save that user’s profile. The application should

allow a user to search for other available blue chat users; weather they chat before

(prepared) or not. The application should allow users to chat with each other if

they are in range of the user’s device’s Bluetooth adapter. The users should be

able to share their profiles among each other. The application should allow the

users to share and send files among each other.

2) Bluetooth Messenger: an Android Messenger app based on Bluetooth

Connectivity The project discussed here is an Android messenger application

which connects using Bluetooth. The main concepts discussed here are : I)

Bluetooth connection between two or more android smart phones, whereby users

can chat with each other ii) Bluetooth connection between a server and an android

smart phone ,whereby the user can update and synchronise his/her chat records

with the server from time to time. iii) Data structures used in storing and updating

the data (messages) against respective usernames. iv) State machines and finite

expressions used to achieve robustness, thereby delivering error free messages.

This whole project has been designed using python programming language. This

app doesn’t require an internet connection rather uses the in-built Bluetooth

facility in a phone. Hence it comes in handy for chargefree short distance

communication between individuals within a certain range (30 or 150 ft,

depending on the hardware).
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OBJECTIVES OF SYSTEM

The application creates a server then waits for another client to connect to it (i.e.

Server situation); or ask another device to chat with it (i.e. Client situation). It has

a friendly graphical user interface (GUI) using well-proportioned and harmonious

color within its interface. It is easy to use. It cans also, beside exchanges text

messages, sends smiley and exchange files and allows more than two users to

chat among each other. It can save the chat devices names in order to save time

searching for them. It can save chat’s conversations history in database to make

users able to browse through their past conversations. It also offers a social users’

profiles option; it enables users to fill in their profile with their personal

information and offer them to enable or disable exchanging these information

with other users as a way of implementing and adding a “social” networking

experience touch The objectives of the application is to deliver an Android

application that should be easy to use, enjoyable and could be applied to learning

purposes. The bluetooth chat application should allow a user to fill in his/her

profile including his location using Google’s maps API and save that user’s

profile.

The application should allow a user to search for other available blue chat

users; weather they chat before (prepared) or not. The application should allow

users to chat with each other if they are in range of the user’s device’s Bluetooth

adaptor. The users should be able to share their profiles among each other. The

application should allow the users to share and send files among each other. The

Bluetooth Chat Application should allow to user to fill his/her location and

google map activity. The application should allow to able to search other

Bluetooth users.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

To develope a Bluetooth chat app for daily use purpose. It will help user to chat

with other user without cellular connection or wifi.The main purpose of this

project is to deliver a useful Bluetooth chatting application that targets the wide

spread Android operating system powered devices. The most important feature to

be fulfilled is that application should share or exchange text messages among the

Bluetooth application users and to present or offer this feature in an entertaining

way to pull android’s users likeness to the application through using the profile

feature for every user showing his/her personal information
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

First Bluetooth turn on and scans for device is visible to nearby devices while

paired. Then Bluetooth chat in two android device text based message are transfer

data, file and document etc.bluetooth chat app are used different user and easy to

share information via Bluetooth. Associate means device is paired and available

devices is show. Bluetooth setting is display all nearby device and limited of

history, delete history and set sound or vibrate, notification are available. The

application can only accessed with mobile user within range.
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IMPLEMENTATION

1.Requesting Bluetooth permissions

In order to use Bluetooth service, please add BLUETOOTH permission to
your AndroidManifest.xml. Moreover, because we need to discover
available devices nearby later, BLUETOOTH_ADMIN permission should
be required, too:

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.BLUETOOTH_ADMIN"/>
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.BLUETOOTH_ADMIN"/>

2.Checking if device supports Bluetooth
 Now to check whether Bluetooth is supported on device or not, we use

object of BluetoothAdapter class. If getDefaultAdapter() return null, your

device not supports Bluetooth. This is the "check code":
BluetoothAdapter bluetoothAdapter = BluetoothAdapter.getDefaultAdapter();

if (bluetoothAdapter == null) {
Toast.makeText(this, "Bluetooth is not available!",

Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
finish(); //automatic close app if Bluetooth service is not available!

}

3.Check if Bluetooth is Enabled

The 2nd important works is check if your device is enabled Bluetooth. If not,

request to turn it on:

if (!bluetoothAdapter.isEnabled()) { Intent enableIntent = new
Intent(BluetoothAdapter.ACTION_REQUEST_ENABLE);

startActivityForResult(enableIntent, REQUEST_ENABLE_BLUETOOTH);

}
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 You should put this code in onStart() to ensure that your app always check the

connection when it launched! The "enabling request" dialog may be like this:

4.Discovering Bluetooth devices:

 In android, available devices is not discoverable by default. To scanning

them, use startDiscovery() method of BluetoothAdapter class. The activity

which starts scanning must register

a BroadCastReceiver with BluetoothDevice.ACTION_FOUND action.

After completing discovery, system will

broadcast BluetoothDevice.ACTION_FOUND Intent. This Intent contains

extra fields EXTRA_DEVICE and EXTRA_CLASS, representing

a BluetoothDevice and a BluetoothClass, respectively. In this application, I

will add detected devices to an ArrayAdapter and show by ListView:

if (bluetoothAdapter.isDiscovering()) {

bluetoothAdapter.cancelDiscovery();

}

bluetoothAdapter.startDiscovery();

// Register for broadcasts when a device is discovered

IntentFilter filter = new IntentFilter(BluetoothDevice.ACTION_FOUND);

registerReceiver(discoveryFinishReceiver, filter);

// Register for broadcasts when discovery has finished

filter = new

IntentFilter(BluetoothAdapter.ACTION_DISCOVERY_FINISHED);

registerReceiver(discoveryFinishReceiver, filter);
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The BroadcastReceiver variable seem like this:

private final BroadcastReceiver discoveryFinishReceiver = new BroadcastReceiver() {
@Override
public void onReceive(Context context, Intent intent) {

String action = intent.getAction();

if (BluetoothDevice.ACTION_FOUND.equals(action)) {
BluetoothDevice device =

intent.getParcelableExtra(BluetoothDevice.EXTRA_DEVICE);
if (device.getBondState() != BluetoothDevice.BOND_BONDED) {

discoveredDevicesAdapter.add(device.getName() + "\n" + device.getAddress());
}

} else if (BluetoothAdapter.ACTION_DISCOVERY_FINISHED.equals(action)) {
if (discoveredDevicesAdapter.getCount() == 0) {

discoveredDevicesAdapter.add(getString(R.string.none_found));
}

}
}

};

5.Listing paired devices:

Moreover, your devices can be connected to some other devices before, so

you can listing them by call getBondedDevices():

bluetoothAdapter = BluetoothAdapter.getDefaultAdapter();
Set<BluetoothDevice> pairedDevices = bluetoothAdapter.getBondedDevices();

// If there are paired devices, add each one to the ArrayAdapter

if (pairedDevices.size() > 0) {

for (BluetoothDevice device : pairedDevices) {

pairedDevicesAdapter.add(device.getName() + "\n" + device.getAddress());

}

} else {

pairedDevicesAdapter.add(getString(R.string.none_paired));

In this application, I show a Dialog which contains 2 ListViews of paired
devices and discovered devices and this result look like this:
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6.Connecting to a device:

 To connect two devices, we must implement server side and client side

mechanism. One device shall open the server socket and another should initiate

the connection (the remain device is a client device).

With connection as server:

Initializing an instance of BluetoothServerSocket by calling

the listenUsingRfcommWithServiceRecord() method.

▪ Listening for connection requests by calling accept()

▪ Release server socket by calling close()

private class AcceptThread extends Thread {
private final BluetoothServerSocket serverSocket;

public AcceptThread() {
BluetoothServerSocket tmp = null;
try {

tmp = bluetoothAdapter.listenUsingInsecureRfcommWithServiceRecord(APP_NAME,
MY_UUID);

} catch (IOException ex) {
ex.printStackTrace();

}
serverSocket = tmp;

}

public void run() {
setName("AcceptThread");
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BluetoothSocket socket;
while (state != STATE_CONNECTED) {
try {

socket = serverSocket.accept();
} catch (IOException e) {
break;

}

// If a connection was accepted
if (socket != null) {
synchronized (ChatController.this) {
switch (state) {
case STATE_LISTEN:
case STATE_CONNECTING:

// start the connected thread.
connected(socket, socket.getRemoteDevice());
break;

case STATE_NONE:
case STATE_CONNECTED:

// Either not ready or already connected. Terminate
// new socket.
try {

socket.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
}
break;

}
}

}
}

}

7.Read and write data (text messages)
After establishing connection successfully, we'll do the most important

work of a chat application: send/receive text messages. Now, each device

has a connected BluetoothSocket, both of them can read and write data to

the streams using read(byte[]) and write(byte[]):

private class ReadWriteThread extends Thread {
private final BluetoothSocket bluetoothSocket;
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private final InputStream inputStream;
private final OutputStream outputStream;

public ReadWriteThread(BluetoothSocket socket) {
this.bluetoothSocket = socket;
InputStream tmpIn = null;
OutputStream tmpOut = null;

try {
tmpIn = socket.getInputStream();
tmpOut = socket.getOutputStream();

} catch (IOException e) {
}

inputStream = tmpIn;
outputStream = tmpOut;

}

public void run() {
byte[] buffer = new byte[1024];
int bytes;

// Keep listening to the InputStream
while (true) {
try {

// Read from the InputStream
bytes = inputStream.read(buffer);

// Send the obtained bytes to the UI Activity
handler.obtainMessage(MainActivity.MESSAGE_READ, bytes, -1,

buffer).sendToTarget();
} catch (IOException e) {

connectionLost();
// Start the service over to restart listening mode
ChatController.this.start();
break;

}
}

}
// write to OutputStream

public void write(byte[] buffer)

try {

outputStream.write(buffer);

handler.obtainMessage(MainActivity.MESSAGE_WRITE, -1, -1,

buffer).sendToTarget();

} catch (IOException e) {

}

}
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public void cancel() {

try {

bluetoothSocket.close();

} catch (IOException e) {

e.printStackTrace();

}

}

}

Application output:
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ALGORITHM USED

i. It first checks whether the Bluetooth of the devices is in ON/OFF mode.

ii. If the Bluetooth of the devices is in OFF mode then it makes the

request to enable the Bluetooth.

iii. Perform scanning of the devices which are in their range.

iv. Display the list of all the devices in the range.

v. Select the device with which one wants to do the chat. vi. If the device

connects then set up the chat.

Requesting Device (Client)

1.Launches Bluetooth Messenger.

2. Inputs its name.

3. Chooses to be connected to a Device.

4. Chooses not to be in Listen Mode.

5. selects the device it wants to chat with from ‘List of nearby bluetooth
device’.

6. Sends its own identity from udetails.txt on server phone’s request.

7. Receives server’s identity.

8. Inputs and exchanges Messages.

9. All messages exchanged gets stored in ‘chat.txt’.
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Requested Device (Server)

1.Launches Bluetooth Messenger.

2. Inputs its name.

3. Chooses to be connected to a Device.

4. Chooses to be in Listen Mode and waits.

5. When a client tries to connect it asks for identity.

6. Receives client identity and saves it.

7. Sends its identity to client.
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REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION

(Hardware/Software)

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS (Minimum Requirement)

Minimum RAM :- 3GB

Hard Disk :- 100 GB

Processor :- Intel i3 or above

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS (Minimum Requirement)

Operating system : Windows 7

Software : Android Studio

Front-End Languages : JAVA

Back-End : SQLITE
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DATA FLOW DIAGRAM
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UML DIAGRAM-CLASS,SEQUENCE,ACTIVITY

1)Class Diagram:
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Sequence Diagram:
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3)Activity Diagram:
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SOFTWARE TESTING

1. Verify there are minimum two Users should be available for the chat.

2. Verify there are minimum two devices (Desktop, Laptop, Phones etc) should

be available.

3. Verify that Chat application has been installed in two devices at least.

4. Verify that Chat application should be launch or evoke.

5. Verify that any Medium like Internet, Wifi, Bluetooth, Public Switched

Telephone Network, W-Lan Network, Lan Network etc. should be available

for the Chat functionality.

Test Case Functionality Status

Fill in profile Adds a social touch to the application. yes

Save profile Save the user’s profile to be then
exchanged with other users

yes

Scan for users Determines there are Bluetooth chat

application available for chatting

yes

Accept Chatting Request Accept incoming chat request and start

text messaging.

yes

Exchange text messages Send and exchange text messages
among application’s users Yes

Send and exchange text messages
among application’s users Yes

Send and exchange text messages

among application users

yes

Exchange files Send and exchange files among

application users

yes
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SNAPSHOT OF PROJECT
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RESULT

Hence, after going through the design and architecture of android as well as

Bluetooth we can conclude that the implementation of Bluetooth chat application

can be done easily which can be prove to be very useful to the android users.

Bluetooth device is on and scan for device. List of device is available, select any

one device Paired with discoverable device and connection is secured. Start

chatting and share file, picture and document
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FUTURE SCOPE

1. Enhancing security by encryption.

2. Improving the range of Bluetooth.

3. Improving the speed of communication.

4. Extending the Frequency Band.

5. Implemented could be enhanced to handle multiple Devices connected at the

same period.

6. Also other communication applications like Audio, video calls and signal could

be built on the top of this application to experience mobile communication in any

situation.

7. Also the GSM service provider based identity of Bluetooth device (i.e. Device

name) could be replaced with other customized identity in conjunction with other

device specific identity
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CONCLUSION

In our project Bluetooth chatting is an innovative approach to the mobile world.

This application use of Bluetooth terms of chatting. Means persons can chat via

Bluetooth Process for Offline. Starts the application and search the Bluetooth

device, then devices is works to response the other Bluetooth device. Bluetooth

can offer fast and secure access to wireless connectivity all over the world.

Bluetooth chat are transmitting message from one mobile to another mobile

phone. The main objective of the android app using Message transfer via

Bluetooth. Hence, after going through the design and architecture of android as

well as Bluetooth we can conclude that the implementation of Bluetooth chat

application can be done easily which can be prove to be very useful to the android

users.
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Abstract

“E-Commerce(Estore App)” is designed and implemented to help

people with there shopping of electronic goods (Smartphones, Laptops, TV).

Here users have to create their account. Nowadays there are lots of problem

when comes to buying these resources from different shop owners. One of them

is faulty goods but this app helps you in buying these electronic good from

trusted

shop owners. The people will be provided goods with reasonable price. People

can buy different types of goods like Refrigerator, Different models of

cellphones , Tv , Laptops, etc. It also provides people with coupons. The app is

designed to be an easy to use with a main goal of helping users to buy different

materials. Here users will be given an option “Deals of Day” where they will be

provided with different kind of offers. People can also check the reviews before

buying it. Users will also be given different kinds of rewards like 20%

cashback. All functions are combined to provide users with
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1. INTRODUCTION

• In day to day life we need to buy lots of goods or products from shops. It
may be electronics items like smartphones or household items like
refrigerator, etc. Nowadays it is really hard to get some time to go out and
get them by ourselves due to busy life style or lots of work. In order to
solve this B2C (Business to consumer) E commerce app is started . Using
this app we can buy goods or products just by visiting the website and
ordering the item by making online payments.

This existing system of buying goods has several
disadvantages. It requires lots of time to travel to the particular shop to
buy the goods. Since everyone is leading busy life nowadays time means
a lot to everyone. Also there are expenses for travelling from house to
shop. More over the shop where we would like to buy some thing may
not be open 24*7*365 . Hence we have to adjust our time with
shopkeeper’s time or vendors time.

In order to overcome this we have E commerce solution i.e
one place where we can get all required goods/products online. The
proposed system helps in building a apk to buy goods. Purchasing of
goods online user can choose different products based on categories,
online payments, delivery services and hence covering the disadvantages
of the existing system and making buying easier and helping the users to
reach wider market. The main motive of the application is to replace the
old methods of buying goods. As of 2017 the android has 2 billion users
and it said to increase up to 4 billion by 2021.

• To design this project, smartphone with android system are chosen.

• The Application is compatible with android version starting from

1
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• Estore app deals with the buying of different kind of products for user.
Our Estore app allows user to shop online to collect items in a virtual
shopping cart over multiple products without losing the items ordered by
them. Our cart keeps the track of what the user has ordered with a
UID(User ID).

• It allows the user to put different products which he/she wish to buy in
Wishlist , which he/she can buy whenever they want. It also gives users
different kind of coupons like 20% cashback for product prizes ranging
from 500-3000 or discount of 20% for product prizes between 500-3000.

2
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2. LITRATURE SURVEY

The Current Literature on consumer online purchasing decisions has mainly
concentrated on identifying the factors which affect the willingness of consumer
to engage in Internet shopping. In the domain of consumer behavior research,
there are general models of buying behavior that depict the process which
consumers use in making a purchase decision. These behavior are very
important to marketers as they have the ability to explain and predict consumers
purchase behavior.

The classic consumer purchasing theory can be characterized as a continuum
extending from routine problem solving behaviors through to limited problem
solving behaviors and then towards extensive problem-solving behaviors{Schiff
man et al,2001}.

The traditional framework for analysis of the buyer decisions process is a five
step model . Given the model, the consumer progress firstly from a state of felt
derivation to the search for information on problem solutions.

Development of Android Based Mobile app Prestashop eCommerce Shopping
Cart(ALC) , In this paper the basic problem of online shopping faced by people

is defined. Based on this review a new way of method is proposed and used by

different online shopping apps{Swapnil. S. Jagtap,2012}.

n.d.Mastering Firebase for Android Development : Build real-time, scalable and
cloud-enabled android apps with firebase. s.I.:s.n In this paper the knowledge

and information regarding real time android apps using firebase is given{ S,A .K

, May 2017}.

Consumer decision making models within discipline of consumer science: a

critical approach, In this paper the consumer behaviour :the style and process

3
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of consuming and processing ,collecting and disposing of consumer product

and services including the resultant change of feelings moods and attitudes

towards the product and services are explained{ Alet C Erasmus, Elizabeth

Boshoff and CG Rousseau,2001}.

3. OBJECTIVES OF SYSTEM

• The project objective is to deliver the online shopping application into
android platform.

• This project is an attempt to provide the advantages of online shopping
to customers of real shop.

• It helps buying the products in the shop anywhere through internet by
using an android device.

• The purpose of this project is to give user comfort at their own home ,
without having to step out of the door .

• We tend to give high quality products at a lower price.

• We cannot go to every shop for best products but this app does it for you
by selecting the best sellers with good quality products

4
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4. PROBLEM STATEMENT

To develop a E commerce app for buying electronics products. The project

provides the software for ONLINE SHOPPING. The purpose of this project is to

provide an easy shopping facility online. It facilitates the user to buy their

desired products at cheap prize compared to other shops.

5
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5. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. System Architecture

6
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6. IMPLEMENTATION

There will be a login option at the starting of app.

Login

● Username :-Kimi
● Password :-kimi

Java files present

ui folder

● CartAdapter.java

● CartItemModel.java

● CategoryActivity.java

● CategoryAdapter.java

● CategoryModel.java

● DeliveryActivity.java

● GridProductLayoutAdapter.java

● HomeFragment.java

● HomePageAdapter.java

● HomePageModel.java

● HorizontalProductScrollAdapter.java

● HorizontalProductScrollModel.java

● MainActivity.java

● MainActivity2.java

● MyAccountFragment.java

● MyOrderAdapter.java

7
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● MyCartFragment.java

● MyRewardFragment.java

● ProductImageAdapter.java

Layout folder (XML files)

● cart_activtity.xml

● activity_register.xml

● activity_main2.xml

● app_bar_main.xml

● cart_item_layout.xml

● category_item.xml

● fragment_home.xml

● content_main.xml

● fragment_my_cart.xml

● fragment_my_reward.xml

● fragment_gallery.xml

● fragment_my_account.xml

● fragment_reset_password.xml

● my_addresses_layout.xml

● my_order_item_layout.xml

● nav_header_main.xml

● order_detail_layout.xml

Build.grandle file

apply plugin: 'com.android.application'

android {

compileSdkVersion

8
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defaultConfig {

applicationId "com.example.estoreapp"

minSdkVersion 21

targetSdkVersion 30

}

buildTypes {

release {

minifyEnabled false

proguardFiles
getDefaultProguardFile('proguard-android.txt'),
'proguard-rules.txt'

}

}

}

dependencies {

implementation
platform('com.google.firebase:firebase-bom:26.0.0')
implementation
'com.google.firebase:firebase-analytics'
implementation 'com.google.firebase:firebase-auth'
implementation
'com.google.firebase:firebase-firestore'
implementation 'de.hdodenhof:circleimageview:3.1.0'
}

9
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7. ALGORITHM USED

Step 1: Sign up using Email ID, Full Name, Password, Confirm Password.

Step 2: Login Using Email ID and Password.

Step 3: View Deals of the day and different product.

Step 4: Search product which user want to buy using search bar.

Step 5: Select the product you want to buy.

Step 6: Add the product to the cart.

Step 7: Put your Address Details

Step 8: Payment(Cash on delivery or online payment)

10
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8. REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS (Minimum Requirement)

Minimum RAM :- 3GB

Hard Disk :- 100 GB

Processor :- Intel i3 or above

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS (Minimum Requirement)

Operating system : Windows 7

Software : Android Studio

Front-End Languages : JAVA , XML

Back-End : SQLITE

11
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9. DATA FLOW DIAGRAM

Fig. DFD

12
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10. UML DIAGRAM

● Use case diagram

Fig. use case diagram
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● Class diagram
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● Sequence Diagram

Fig. Sequence Diagram

15
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11. SOFTWARE TESTING

Sr.no Test case input excepted
result

Observed
output

1 Giving the wrong
Email ID and password

Email ID And
password

Estore app
will be
opened

Invalid
ID/Password

2 Forgotten Password Email ID Email will be
sent to

registered
email-id

Email was
sent.

3 Click On Sign Out - Sign out
successfully.

Sign out

16
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12. SNAPSHOT

17
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●
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13. RESULT

We have successfully developed E-commerce project(Estore app) and

developed database and have also provided user with review that are useful

while buying products.

21
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14. FUTURE SCOPE

“E-Commerce Project(Estore app)” is designed and implemented to help

people with there shopping of electronic goods (Smartphones, Laptops, TV).

Here users have to create their account. Nowadays there are lots of problem

when comes to buying these resources from different shop owners. One of them

is faulty goods but this app helps you in buying these electronic good from

trusted shop owners. The people will be provided goods with reasonable price.

People can buy different types of goods like Refrigerator, Different models of

cell phones , Tv , Laptops, etc. It also provides people with coupons. The app is

designed to be an easy to use with a main goal of helping users to buy different

materials. Here users will be given an option “Deals of Day” where they will be

provided with different kind of offers. People can also check the reviews before

buying it. Users will also be given different kinds of rewards like 20%

cashback. All functions are combined to provide users with

● The scope of the project is very vast as it targets large no of peoples

residing over world. Anyone having access to the internet can shop for

their desired products.

● As mentioned above, although our system had been completed but it is

not perfect, we had planned to make some enhancement in the future.

● We think that our system still has potential to grow. Besides we will

include more functions and introduce more widgets to the system like

Call Support Centre. We also plan to enhance the interface so it looks

more attractive and interactive.

22
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15. CONCLUSION

Our proposed application is mainly for users who don’t have time to go to the

stores by themselves because of their busy schedules. It provides users different

products from different shops within a minute . The users can add products to

the cart which they want to buy. It also provides with rating system for products

which you can see while buying any products helping them in determining the

quality of product on the basis of reviews provided by the users. It also provides

them with home delivery services.

23
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Dear Sir / Madam, 

With reference to your Expression of Interest for Virtual Labs Nodal Centre (VLNC), it gives me immense pleasure 

to designate your college as a Nodal Centre for Virtual labs. As recommended by you, Prof. Sonali S Muley has 

been nominated as the Nodal Coordinator and Prof. Yamini P. Warke has been nominated as the Nodal 

Technical Coordinator from your college. This approval is valid up to 31 st Dec 2020 and is subject to the Terms 

and Conditions attached and any subsequent directives as issued by MHRD. 

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this letter and acceptance of the Terms and Conditions. 

we thank you again for your interest in the Virtual Labs project and appreciate your endeavour in the service of 
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ABSTRACT: The recent spread of distributed ledger technology, better known in the financial sector for its digital 

finance, has led to the emergence of many applications for the blockchain environment. The purpose of this study is to 

investigate how the blockchain  can help reduce the risk of corruption in India. Two stages of book reviews have been 

done. The first pointed to the dangers of  corruption in the Indian context and the second pointed to the effective use of 

blockchain symbols. Thereafter, a downgrade analysis was conducted, aimed at determining which Blockchain 

programs were introduced that could be used in the fight against corruption. The study identifies ways to reduce fraud 

and other causes of corruption to help restore public trust in state institutions  in India which have been plagued by 

corruption scandals in recent years. In addition, the research agenda leading to anti-corruption studies has been 

discussed. 

KEYWORDS: Blockchain,Hyperledger,contract. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Blockchain technology is a disruptive emerging technology that can revolutionize many aspects of our lives and many 
industries. It provides data security, autonomy, transparency, auditability, speed, reduced cost, and efficiency to 

systems. The technology emerged from Bitcoin as its first use case. Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer payment system invented 

using the blockchain by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 in his trial to solve Europe’s economic crises. Bitcoin is now the 

most successful cryptocurrency. Besides cryptocurrencies, there are several other applications of blockchain in 

healthcare, banking, insurance, identity management, and so on. There are also increasing blockchain adoptions by 

many companies such as IBM, Oracle, and Microsoft as well as many countries such as Estonia, Georgia, Russia, UK, 

and Singapore. United Kingdom government office for science released a report describing the blockchain as highly 

disruptive and urges the UK government to invest in the technology for its immense benefits. The report testified that 

blockchain secures data and provides transparency and traceability which are so beneficial for public services. 

Blockchain removes central authorities and middle parties thus, it is very suitable for removing corruption in systems 

with much human interference     
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II. PROBLEM STATEMENT:

Blockchain to provide the transparency and making more secure throughout the process. 

Avoiding problems related to a public agents abuse of power and targeting government allocated funds  blockchain 

technology is helpful. 

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

 Blockchain was discovered by Satoshi Nakamoto in his paper “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” 

which was the foundation for the blockchain-based bitcoin cryptocurrency. Wikipedia defines blockchain as “A 

blockchain is a growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked using cryptography. Each block contains a 

cryptographic hash of the previous block, a timestamp, and transaction data”.  This system is based on the concept of a 

decentralized ledger which is shared between all the nodes in a network. A transaction is represented as a block that has 

a hash value and a hash value of the previous block. Every transaction is verified by the peer network. When a 
transaction is carried out, the block is linked to the previous block using its hash value. This mechanism ensures that 

the integrity of the data is maintained. Some of the major applications of blockchain are cryptocurrencies and smart 

contracts. A cryptocurrency is a digital asset as a medium of exchange using cryptography to secure financial 

transactions, control the creation of additional units, and verify the transfer of assets. Blockchain-based smart contracts 

are proposed contracts that could be partially or fully executed or enforced without human interaction. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In the context of government fund releasing, trust in an intermediary and on the transactions that are made is 

necessary. Therefore, we can implement the fund release system using a blockchain.  Below is a basic block diagram of 
how the blockchain will work here. The transaction here is paying the supplier to buy raw materials for the project. The 

process starts with a transaction. This transaction is represented by a block. This block contains details of the 

transaction like the amount, the payer, the payee, and the purpose of the transaction along with a transaction ID. 

Figure proposed system 
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V. IMPLEMENTATION

Now a block containing the  information mentioned is broadcasted into the network. The nodes (people in reality) 

involved in the network, validate the transaction. After this validation, the block along with a timestamp is added to the 

blockchain. The transaction can then be enforced. All of the transactions thus submitted will be recorded in the 

decentralized ledger and will be visible to everyone publicly. А  рrоtоtyрe  wаs  imрlemented  fоr  this  system  using  

the  Hyрerledger  Соmроser  frоm  the  Linux  Fоundаtiоn.  Hyрerledger  Соmроser  set  оf  соllаbоrаtiоn  tооls  fоr  

building  blосkсhаin  business  netwоrks  tо  сreаte  blосkсhаin  аррliсаtiоns  fоr  business  рrоblems.  It  is  а  rарid  
рrоtоtyрing  tооl,  running  оn  tор  оf  Hyрerledger  Fаbriс.  Hyрerledger  Соmроser  uses  а  mоdelling  lаnguаge  

саlled  СTО.  It  hаs  а  user  interfасe  саlled  рlаygrоund  whiсh  is  used  fоr  сreаting  аnd  testing  оur  рrоtоtyрe.  

We  саn  define  оur  аssets,  раrtiсiраnts,  trаnsасtiоns  аnd  ассess  соntrоl.  The  lоgiс  behind  trаnsасtiоns  is  

written  in  JаvаSсriрt  аs  а  trаnsасtiоn  рrосessоr  funсtiоn.  The  resоurсes  thаt  must  be  defined  аre  Аsset,  

Раrtiсiраnt  аnd  Trаnsасtiоn. 

Fig Blockchain Structurre 

Fig Prototype   Model 
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In  this  соntext,  the  аsset  is  Fund,  раrtiсiраnts  аre  the  рeорle  invоlved  in  the  рrоjeсt,  here  РrоjeсtРаrtiсiраnt  

аnd  trаnsасtiоn  is  раying  mоney  fоr  different  соmmоdities  required  fоr  the  рrоjeсt,  here  FundTrаnsасtiоn.  We  

hаve  аn  initiаl  Tоtаl  Fund  frоm  whiсh  оther  funds  аre  withdrаwn  by  рrоjeсt  раrtiсiраnts.  Eасh  оf  the 
раrtiсiраnt  hаs  а  relаtiоnshiр  оf  Fund.  Аn  аsset  (Fund)  is  сreаted  fоr  every  раrtiсiраnt.  The  trаnsасtiоn  

рrосessоr  funсtiоn  is  саlled  every  time  а  FundTrаnsасtiоn  is  submitted.  The  funсtiоn  is  раssed  а  trаnsасtiоn  

instаnсe  whiсh  sрeсifies  the  invоlved  раrtiсiраnt  аnd  the  аmоunt  оf  fund  tо  be  trаnsferred.  If  the  trаnsасtiоn 

раrаmeters  sаtisfy  аll  the  соnstrаints,  the  trаnsасtiоn  is  ledged  in  the  registry.  This  trаnsасtiоn  entry  аlsо 

соntаins  а  trаnsасtiоn  ID  аlоng  with  а  timestаmр  when  the  trаnsасtiоn  wаs  submitted.  The  lоgiс  here  is  

strаightfоrwаrd.  Whenever  а  trаnsасtiоn  is  submitted,  the  sрeсified  аmоunt  оf  funds  is  withdrаwn  frоm  the 

tоtаl  fund.  The  аssets  registry  аnd  раrtiсiраnts  registry  аre  uрdаted  аfter  the  submissiоn,  sо  thаt  the  dаtа  is 

соnsistent. 

VI.  FUTURE WORK

Since this is a bare minimum prototype of a blockchain application developed using Hyperledger Composer, there is 

a lot of scope for further improvement in this. In this sense we can control the access to the resources by the 

participants. Any transaction to be submitted can be made to verify digitally. This model can be exported as a .bna 

(Business Network Archive) file and run on the Hyperledger Fabric on the cloud where the blockchain would be stored. 

Further we can generate a REST interface and a GUI for interaction.  We can come up with a policy where the wallet 

address of the people involved in the project is made public, which will make it very easy to trace the route of the fund. 

This can then be put to use in a real-world situation like the government fund releasing as mentioned earlier 

VII. CONCLUSION

The Hyperledger Composer tool   allows us to rapidly prototype blockchain applications by defining a  business model 

and deploying it on the Hyperledger fabric.While we considered about building blockchain applications, we even have 

to consider the access and privacy challenges though. Even then, with further enhancements, this blockchain model can 

provide a transparency in all the government transactions. There will be no discrepancies of any kind. Because of the 

decentralized ledger all the transactions can be verified and cannot be altered. The money that is released can be 

tracked, anyone and everyone can find out how the money is being used. Such a blockchain will surely reduce the 
ongoing 
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Abstract— Disease Prediction system is based on predictive 
modeling predicts the disease of the user on the basis of the 
symptoms that user provides as an input to the system. The 
system analyzes the symptoms provided by the user as input and 
gives the probability of the disease as an output Disease 
Prediction is done by implementing the CNN Classifier. CNN 
Classifier calculates the probability of the disease. Along with 
disease prediction system also calculates severity of disease and 
as per severity of disease suggests medicine. Suggesting diet and 
appropriate exercise is another merit of proposed system. 
Prediction of disease involves current as well as medical history 
of user.  

Keywords—CNN, disease prediction, data processing, 
machine learning 

I. INTRODUCTION

As an important application of medical information, 
healthcare big data analysis has been extensively researched 
in the fields of intelligent consultation, disease diagnosis, 
intelligent question-answering doctors, and medical assistant 
decision support, and has made many achievements. In order 
to improve the comprehensiveness and pertinence of the 
medical examination, this paper intends to use healthcare big 
data analysis combined with deep learning technology to 
provide patients with potential diseases which is usually 
neglected for lacking of professional knowledge, so that 
patients can do targeted medical examinations to prevent 
health condition from getting worse. Inspired by the existing 
recommendation methods, this paper proposes a novel deep-
learning-based hybrid recommendation algorithm, which is 
called medical-history-based potential disease prediction 
algorithm. 

The system analyzes the symptoms provided by the user 
as input and gives the probability of the disease as an output 
Disease Prediction is done by implementing the Decision tree 
Classifier. CNN Classifier calculates the probability of the 
disease. Along with disease prediction system also calculates 
severity of disease and as per severity of disease suggests 
medicine. Suggesting diet and appropriate exercise is another 
merit of proposed system. 

As an important application of medical information, 
healthcare big data analysis has been extensively researched 
in the fields of intelligent consultation, disease diagnosis, 
intelligent question-answering doctors, and medical assistant 
decision support, and has made many achievements. In order 
to improve the comprehensiveness and pertinence of the 
medical examination, this paper intends to use healthcare big 
data analysis combined with deep learning technology to 
provide patients with potential diseases which is usually 
neglected for lacking of professional knowledge, so that 
patients can do targeted medical examinations to prevent 
health condition from getting worse. Inspired by the existing 
recommendation methods, this paper proposes a novel deep-
learning-based hybrid recommendation algorithm, which is 

called medical-history-based potential disease prediction 
algorithm. 

Now-a-days, people face various diseases due to the 
environmental condition and their living habits. So the 
prediction of disease at earlier stage becomes important task. 
But the accurate prediction on the basis of symptoms becomes 
too difficult for doctor. There is a need to study and make a 
system which will make it easy for end users to predict the 
chronic diseases without visiting physician or doctor for 
diagnosis. To detect the Various Diseases through the 
examining Symptoms of patient’s using different techniques 
of Machine Learning Models. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The system analyzes the symptoms provided by the user 
as input and gives the probability of the disease as an output 
Disease Prediction is done by implementing the Decision tree 
Classifier. CNN Classifier calculates the probability of the 
disease. Along with disease prediction system also calculates 
severity of disease and as per severity of disease suggests 
medicine. Suggesting diet and appropriate exercise is another 
merit of proposed system. 

A. Architecture

The correct prediction of disease is the most challenging
task. To overcome this problem data mining plays an 
important role to predict the disease. Medical science has large 
amount of data growth per year. Due to increase amount of 
data growth in medical and healthcare field the accurate 
analysis on medical data which has been benefits from early 
patient care. This system is used to predict disease according 
to symptoms. As shown in figure below, database containing 
symptoms of different diseases is fed as input to system along 
with current symptoms of user and medical history of patient 
(when patient observed same type of symptoms before). 
Python based system used CNN algorithm to predict disease 
patient is suffering from. After predicting disease system 
classified disease into mild, moderate and severe conditions. 

Fig 1 architecture of proposed system 

If disease is mild then it suggest some medicine, in case of 
moderate along with medicines system suggest user to visit 
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doctor if symptoms doesn’t fade away and when its severe 
case system warn user to immediately visit doctor. System 
also suggests diet and exercise as per the disease. 

B. CNN Algorithm

Over the last decade, tremendous progress has been made
in the field of artificial neural networks. Deep-layered 
convolutional neural networks (CNN) have demonstrated 
state-of-the-art results on many machine learning problems, 
especially image recognition tasks. 

CNN is one of artificial neural networks which have 
distinctive architectures as shown in Fig. 1; Input data of CNN 
are usually RGB images (3 channels) or gray-scale images (1 
channel). Several convolutional or pooling layers (with or 
without activation functions) follows the input layer. For 
classification problems, one or more full connection (FC) 
layers are often employed. The final layer outputs prediction 
values (such as posterior probability or likelihood) for K kinds 
of objects where the input image should be classified in. 

Fig 2 CNN architecture 

Each layer of CNN can have a certain activation function 
which controls amount of output value to propagate its next 
layer. For intermediate layers, the rectified linear unit (ReLU) 

 (1) 

Note that all i∈R is a sum of signals received by the i-th 
unit in the l-th intermediate layer. Meanwhile, for the last 
layer, the soft-max function is often used to obtain 
probabilistic outputs. 

 (2) 

Note that z is a K dimensional vector where zkis a sum of 
signals received by the k-th unit in the last layer. Since the 
function is non-negative and has the unit sum property 
(∈kfk(z) = 1), the value of fkimplies a class posterior 
probability that an input data belongs to the k-th class. 
Therefore, by using the soft-max function in the output layer, 
CNN can act a role of probability estimators for the object 
classification problems. As one of the distinctive properties of 
CNN, they have consecutive multiple feature representations 
which are automatically organized in their each convolutional 
layer through the training using given labeled instances. In 
spite of this interesting situation, typical dimensionality 
reduction methods (such as PCA) will visualize each feature 
representation individually, without regarding the 
relationships between those consecutive features. These are 
the steps used to training the CNN (Convolutional Neural 
Network). 

 Upload Dataset
 The Input layer
 Convolutional layer

 Pooling layer
 Convolutional layer and Pooling Layer
 Dense layer
 Logit Layer

CNN uses filters on the pixels of any image to learn 
detailed patterns compared to global patterns with a traditional 
neural network. To create CNN, we have to define: 

 A convolutional Layer: Apply the number of filters
to the feature map. After convolution, we need to use
a relay activation function to add non-linearity to the
network.

 Pooling Layer: The next step after the Convention is
to downsampling the maximum facility. The
objective is to reduce the mobility of the feature map
to prevent overfitting and improve the computation
speed. Max pooling is a traditional technique, which
splits feature maps into subfields and only holds
maximum values.

 Fully connected Layers: All neurons from the past
layers are associated with the other next layers. The
CNN has classified the label according to the features
from convolutional layers and reduced with any
pooling layer.

CNN Layers 

o Convolutional Layer: It applies 14 5x5 filters
(extracting 5x5-pixel sub-regions), 

o Pooling Layer: This will perform max pooling with
a 2x2 filter and stride of 2 (which specifies that 
pooled regions do not overlap). 

o Convolutional Layer: It applies 36 5x5 filters, with
ReLU activation function 

o Pooling Layer: Again, performs max Pooling with
a 2x2 filter and stride of 2. 

o 1,764 neurons, with the dropout regularization rate
of 0.4 (where the probability of 0.4 that any given 
element will be dropped in training) 

o Dense Layer (Logits Layer): There are ten
neurons, one for each digit target class (0-9). 

Important modules to use in creating a CNN: 

o Conv2d (). Construct a two-dimensional
convolutional layer with the number of filters, filter 
kernel size, padding, and activation function like 
arguments. 

o max_pooling2d (). Construct a two-dimensional
pooling layer using the max-pooling algorithm. 

o Dense (). Construct a dense layer with the hidden
layers and units. 
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III. RESULT

Fig.3.Home page 

Fig.4. Login Page  

Fig.5 Results -1st time Login 

Fig.6. View Medical History 

Fig.7 User Enter Symptoms 

Fig.8. Predicated Results 

Fig. 9. Predicated Disease 

Fig.10. Chatting with Doctor 

IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed general disease prediction system based on 
machine learning algorithm. We utilized KNN and CNN 
algorithms to classify patient data because today medical data 
growing very vastly and that needs to process existed data for 
predicting exact disease based on symptoms. We got accurate 
general disease risk prediction as output, by giving the input 
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as patients record which help us to understand the level of 
disease risk prediction. Because of this system may leads in 
low time consumption and minimal cost possible for disease 
prediction and risk prediction.  We can say CNN is better than 
KNN in terms of accuracy and time. 

Accuracy of general disease risk prediction of CNN is 
higher as compared to other algorithms like KNN [1], Naïve 
Bayes, SMO, Multi-layer perceptron [4] etc. We got accurate 
general disease risk prediction as output, by giving the input 
as patients record which help us to understand the level of 
disease risk prediction. When compared with above mention 
algorithms, CNN leads in low time consumption and minimal 
cost possible for disease prediction and risk prediction. If the 
system takes an image along with some noise it recognizes the 
image as a completely different image whereas the human 
visual system will identify it as the same image with the 
noise.  User/patient has to separately book appointment with 
doctor if symptoms are beyond the scope. 

The role played by system can sometimes be beyond the 
scope and user may require consulting a doctor for taking 
health related tests. In such situations, system can be helpful 
if it can be made to set up an appointment with an efficient 
doctor based on their schedule. Also it will be beneficial if the 
symptoms and disease identified by the system can be made 
into a report and automatically forwarded to an available 
doctor where he can further assist the user with more advices 
and future measures to maintain their health. A video call with 
a specialized doctor can also be made depending on the 
availability of the user rather than based on the availability of 
doctors. 
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ABSTRACT: Interaction between colleges, Students and Teachers with each others, is the primary reason to have this 

portal.The platform fairly believes that in the world of social media, there should be something special for colleges and 

the students. No more missing of Events due to lack of Info After the deep Market Research, what I found is that there 

is not a single portal to serve the services like this.When everything is getting SMART, why not the College Campuses 

and the Environment around that. Bring all the College Community under One Roof to Minimize the Social Distance 

between them. 

KEYWORDS: SQL, MongoDB, React , AWS Security, Node Js, Apache kafka , Python. 

I. INTRODUCTION

The theory of dynamical social networks (DSN) its mixture of two aforementioned lines of research and considers a 
social network as a dynamical system, aiming at understanding the interplay between the network’s structural

properties and behaviors of dynamical processes over the network. The ultimate and long-standing goal is to develop 

the theory of temporal social networks, where both vertices (standing for social actors) and edges (standing for social 

relations) can emerge and disappear. In this , project we provide a briefing of the main concepts and tools, related to 

the theory of DSN, focusing on its system- and control-theoretic aspects. In this changing world, the role of social 

media for building and maintaining networks cannot be over emphasised: millennials are the social media generation, 

and this is influencing most of their activities, including job searches. Acknowledging job finding strategies of 

millennials are changing (Smith, 2018), and that social media is being used widely in recruitment processes (El Ouirdi, 

Segers, El Ouirdi, & Pais, 2015), it has been argued that LinkedIn gives services as a channel for recruiting and 

selecting candidates (Ecleo & Galido, 2017). As universities are both observed and ranked for their rates of graduate 

employability (Hall, 2017), it is important to understand the role of LinkedIn in building student networks and 
improving employability. Noting previous research on LinkedIn in HE (McCorkle & McCorkle, 2012; Gerard, 2012; 

Peterson & Dover, 2014), this study moves beyond the use of LinkedIn for class assignments, to considering how well 

students engage with the platform after receiving their grades, to identify the efforts students put into building and 

maintaining their networks when their tutors are no longer watching. It motives to highlight the challenges of using 

LinkedIn and offer recommendations for tutors in terms of improving student engagement and employability. That is 

most important to note that LinkedIn is not the only means of improving employability: it is part of a holistic approach 

towards enhancing opportunities. Students motivated to get on LinkedIn to drive up engagement and interactions as 

they prepare for work. The role of tutors in using LinkedIn to enhance employability cannot be over emphasised 

however. The main focus is on tutors to take initiate the process and chart a pathway for students: it is however the 

student's responsibility to engage. 
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II. RELATED WORK

Kafka saves key-value messages that come from arbitrarily many processes called producers. The data can be divided 

into different "partitions" within different "topics". inbetween a dividation, messages are basically ordered by their 

offsets (the position of a message within a partition), and indexed and stored together with a timestamp. various 

processes called "consumers" can read messages from partitions. Flow of stream processing, Kafka is offering the flow 

of Streams API that allowswriting Java applications that consume data from Kafka and write results back to Kafka. 

Apache Kafka work including  outside stream processing systems  such  as Apache  Apex, Apache  Flink, Apache 

Spark, Apache Storm and Apache NiFi.Kafka runs on a cluster of one or many servers, and the partitions of all topics 

are distributed across the cluster nodes. Additionally, partitions are replicated to multiple brokers. This structure gives 

us authentication of Kafka to deliver massive streams of messages in a fault-tolerant fashion and has allowed it to 

replace some of the conventional messaging systems like Java MessageService (JMS), Advanced Message Queuing 

Protocol (AMQP), etc.  Kafka offered transactional writes, which provide exactly-once stream processing using the 

Streams API.Kafka supports two types of topics: Regular and compacted. Normal basic topics can be configured with a 

retention time or a space bound. If its having  their mentioned records that is older than the specified retention time or if 

the space bound is exceeded for a partition, Kafka is allowed to delete old data to free storage space. Obviously default, 
contents are configured with a retention time of 7 days, but it's also possible to store data indefinitely. For compacted 

topics, records its expire is not based on time-bound or space bound. Rather than, Kafka treats later messages as 

updates to older message with the same key and guarantees never to delete the latest message per key. people can drop 

messages entirely by writing a so-called tombstone message with null-value for a specific key. 

III. METHODOLOGY

1. Microservices Architecture for Scalability 

2. MongoDB for inconsistent data

3. SQL for Integrity 

4. Node for better Asynchronous Performance

5. Python to handle ML and Data Science

6. React to build Cross Compatible UI

7. AWS security to Secure the platform Environment

8. Apache kafka to communicate between Microservices

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

To be used more offensively, all computer software needs certain software resources to be present  on a computer. 

These prerequisites are  called  as  (computer) system requirements and are  often used as a reference as opposed to an 

absolute rule. Most software explain  system requirements  of two sets : minimum and recommended. Without 

decreasing demand for higher processing power and resources. in updates versions of software, system requirements 

tend to increase over time.Software requirements deal with breif software resources requirements and prerequisites that 

need to be installed on a computer to provide optimal functioning of an application. These requirements or prerequisites 

are generally excluded in the software installation package and need to be installed separately before the software is 

installed 

1. Adaptability: The compiler must be able to accept changes to the language implementation as well changes in

the  machine architecture.

2. Correctness: The compiler generated code should execute accurate output as that of the output of the script run using

the interpreter.
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V. CONCLUSION

We have seen that how college Interaction can be a perfect platform for the college, student and teachers for 

interaction. We also seen that proposed platform has more and more scope in the future as it grows. We Analyzed that 
how platform uses ML and data Science to recommend post and reject Fake profiles. We looked at LinkedIn and get 

inspired from them to use similar architecture in the proposed System. 
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Date: 07-11-2020

Report on

Orientation Program- ISHRAE MMIT Student Chapter

Department of Mechanical Engineering of Marathwada Mitra Mandal’s Institute of

Technology (MMIT), Lohgaon, Pune has taken the Membership of Students Chapter of

ISHAE as name of “MMIT ISHRAE Student Chapter in month of August 2020.”

The 12 Students registered till date for this Chapter from Mechanical Engineering

Department. The Orientation program is conducted on 07th Nov 2020 for Member

students and others in presence of Dr. Vijay Bhatkar, Students Chair, ISHRAE Pune

Chapter through online mode.

Dr. Vijay Bhatkar has given the details of chapter and the guidance to the students in

this program.

Details are given below:
Guest :- Dr. Vijay Bhatkar

(Student Chair, ISHRAE Pune Chapter)
MMCOE, Pune

Date :- 07th Nov 2020
Time :- 2.00 PM -3.00 PM
Venue :- Online Mode
Total Attendee : - 81

Faculty Coordinator HOD, Mech
Prof. S .G. Nerkar
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यह मािणत िकया जाता है िक कु॰ वैणवी राजेश वनकर को यह माण प “ भौगोिलक सचूना णाली

” म  ऑनलाइन पाठम म  ितभाग करने पर दान िकया जाता है। इस पाठम का आयोजन

भारतीय सुदरू संवेदन संथान (आईआईआरएस), इसरो, देहरादनू ारा 28 िसतबर, 2020 से 15

अटूबर, 2020 ( कुल पाठम अविध = 18 घंटे ) के दौरान िकया गया ।

This is to certify that MS. VAISHNAVI RAJESH WANKAR has been awarded this

certificate  for  participation  in  online  course  on  “Geographical  Information

System” conducted by Indian Institute of Remote Sensing (IIRS), ISRO, Dehradun

during 28-09-2020 to 15-10-2020 ( Total course duration = 18 hours ) .

14-12-2020

f39801a8f4e208881a26e4b34160cb7f .This Certificate can be validated using URL- https://certificate.iirs.gov.in 209
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an online non-credit course authorized by Amazon Web Services and offered through
Coursera
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Allen Goldberg, Morgan Willis, Blaine Sundrud
AWS Training and Certification

Verify at coursera.org/verify/KGPP9G7KAKGS

Coursera has confirmed the identity  of  this  individual  and
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